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“REDESIGN YOUR LIFE  MAKE IT AMAZING!”

Hello Friend,
Are you by any chance, a self-inflicted victim of the “As-Soon-As” Syndrome in
which you have convinced yourself that your life will suddenly and magically be
all that “as soon as X” happens? Did you know that such thinking often robs you
of the awareness & enjoyment of current blessings and may actually interfere
with pursuing and realizing important life goals?
I’ve put together three of the TOP myths that are known for interfering with your
experience of an Amazing life. Ponder each one and then make any necessary
adjustments in your thinking habits to debunk them!
If you decide to take debunking these three myths to another whole level, why not
explore Life Coaching with me to strategize on a real PLAN for your success!
Contact me for a complimentary phone chat and checkout other resources I’ve
created to help you live an abundant, joyful, balanced & AMAZING life.
Blessings,
Dr. Sheryl L.W. Barnes
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MYTH # 1

“My LIFE will be AMAZING
…as soon as… I accomplish ____X____.”

Go ahead. Tell the truth and fill in the blank with what you THINK will
somehow, magically, make your life amazing once you count it among your
accomplishments. What is it for YOU? Getting a college degree? Buying a home?
Having a baby? Getting married? Losing ten pounds? No matter what the
particular accomplishment is, the truth is that ‘yes’ it will feel wonderful but it
won’t necessarily make your life amazing. An AMAZING Life is a simpler, more
subtle, sweeter ‘surrendering’ to the divine reality that you are already enough.
Right here. Right now. As you begin to accept yourself, like yourself, love yourself
and agree with God that you are indeed “fearfully and wonderfully made” your
life will gradually become more and more amazing.
 SELF-CHECK: Hmmm, I fell into believing this MYTH because: _____________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
DEBUNK this MYTH:
 LIST Accomplishments you once dreamed and prayed about attaining
that are now a part of your resume, history or Bio.
 WRITE in your Gratitude Journal at least three accomplishments that
meant a LOT to you – give thanks for them. Next write down in what
ways your life remained the same* (*EX: You got a degree but you
still had two children to raise). The point is this: some things change
and others remain the same. Don’t OVER-hype any accomplishment.
 (ADD your own Debunking IDEAS)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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MYTH # 2

“My LIFE will be AMAZING
…as soon as… ____X____ apologizes to me.”

While it REALLY might make you feel better if the person(s) who hurt,
offended, betrayed, diminished, dishonored or in any way ‘wronged’ you would
just take responsibility for the pain and apologize – the truth is, you should not
‘bank on it’ any longer. I am not proud of the fact that it took me about three
years to get over something hurtful (and I was a mature adult, active in my
ministry when it occurred!). I prayed until I felt the hurt subside. Please don’t
think that I’m suggesting you “pretend” it never happened. I’m saying, give
yourself permission to move on in spite of the hurt and without an apology that
may never come.
 SELF-CHECK: Hmmm, I fell into believing this MYTH because: _____________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
DEBUNK this MYTH:
 FORGIVE the offender in order to free up spiritual energy that could
be better spent on enjoying your life!
 LIST any positive lessons learned as a result of your experience.
Maybe you learned NOT to loan your rent money to a friend or not to
share a secret with someone of questionable maturity. Search for the
“lesson” so it doesn’t repeat itself over and over in your life.
 (ADD your own Debunking IDEAS)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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MYTH # 3

“My LIFE will be AMAZING
…as soon as… I earn $ ____X____.”

Name the amount! $ 100 per hour; $ 500 per hour or a cool Million this
quarter! YES, you will be able to do certain things: perhaps travel; give more to
those you love; or donate to causes you deeply believe in - but don’t allow the
lack of a specific dollar amount to prevent you from having great experiences.
Don’t let money get in the way of you spending memorable, quality time with
people you love. You can still donate time, talents and energy to causes you
believe in. Absolutely earn all you are worth but don’t confuse “money” with
“fulfillment” - endeavor to enjoy BOTH by enjoying whatever you have right now!
 SELF-CHECK: Hmmm, I fell into believing this MYTH because: _____________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

DEBUNK this MYTH:
 BUDGET what you realistically can afford to spend on entertainment
versus living expenses
 USE apps that give discounts on material things or experiences you
enjoy.
 (ADD your own Debunking IDEAS)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Reminder:
I just want to encourage you to LOVE yourself (& your LIFE) at the same time you are
striving to make it even better! I honestly DO use a Gratitude Journal… well, I use
one for me personally and one for my business. There’s just too much for me to be
grateful for to fit into only one journal. Let me know if I can help you along your
journey to an even more AMAZING Life! #DrSLWB  #YourLifeOnlyAmazing
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